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ALEÍCS ANDER GRYTCZUK AND JAROSLAW GRYTCZUK 
ON GENERATORS IN MULTIPLICATIVE GROUP OF THE FIELD Z 
p 
ABSTRACT: In the paper the following theorem is proved: "Let 
tl< 
Zp be the multiplicative group of the field Z^, where 
p=2q+l and p,q are odd primes. Then 2, q+1, - 2 2 and 
2 • 
-Cq+1) are generators in the group Z p if p=8k+3 and q, 
2q-l, -q 2 and —C2q-1)2 are generators in Z* if p=8k+7". 
P 
This result is an extension of some earlier ones. 
Baum [1] has given an interesting criteria for certain 
primitive roots. Vilansky t2J, using only the Legendre 
symbol, proved the following result: Let p and q are odd 
primes and p=2q+l. If q^lCmod 4>, then q+1 is a primitive 
root modulo p, while if q=3Cmod d), then q is a primitive 
root modulo p. 
In the present note we give some extension of this result 
proving the following theorem: 
THEOREM. Let Z* be the multiplicative group of the field Z p , 
where p=2q+l and p,q are odd primes. Then 2, q+1, -2 2 and 
2 H< 
-Cq+1) are generators in the group Z p if p=8k+3 and q, 2q-l, 
—q and -C2q-1)^ are generators in Z if p=8k+7. 
For the proof of the Theorem we nead two lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Let Z* be the multiplicative group of the field Z 
P P 
where p=2q+l and p,q are odd primes and let NR p be the set of 
the quadratic non—residues modulo p. Then the set NR N.<2q> is 
- d o -
1(1 
the set of all generators of the group 
PROOF OF LEMMA 1: Let R be the set of all quadratic residues 
|f< 
modulo p. Then we have that R^ is a subgroup of Z p and since 
p=2q+l the group R has the order q. If b<£R then b is not 
P p 
a generator in Z . Since p 
C2q> 2 = Cp-l) q = C-l>q = —1Cmod p>, 
hence by Euler Theorem we get 2q«NR p. On the other hand we 
have 
C2q) 2 = Cp-1) 2 = 1Cmod p) 
and therefore 2q has the order 2 and cannot be a generator in 
Z p. But the group Z^ has exactly 
•p Cp-1) = <p C2q) = q-1 
generators and therefore the set. NRf>S(2q> is the set of all 
generators in Z*. 
P 
LEMMA 2. Let g be a generator of the group Z where p=4k+3. 
Then -g is also a generator in Z^. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 2: Let p=4k+3 and g be a generator in Z*. Then 
we have 
Z* = { gk ; k=l,2,. . . .p-1 = 4k+2 } . 
By Euler theorem we have 
g 2 = -1 and therefore g 2 k * 1 — -1-
From last equality we get 
C 2.1> -g 2 = g 2 k * 3 
It is easy to see that C2k+3, 4k+2=p-l>=l and therefore 
g 2 k + 3 is a generator in Z* thus by C2.1) Lemma 2 follows. 
PROOF OF THE THEOREM. First we remark that if p=2q+l where 
p,q are odd primes then p=4m+3, because for p=4m+l the 
equality p=2q+i is imposible. Hence p=8k+3 or p=8k+7. If 
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p=8k+3 then -1 and the number 2 is a quadratic 
non—residue modulo p. From Lemma i we get that 2 is a 
generator in Z p. On the other hand we have 
2Cq+l) = 2q+2 = 2q+l+l = p+1 = lCmod p> 
and therefore q+1 is a generator in Z^ as the inverse 
element with respect to 2. 
Let p=8k+7, then 2 is not a generator in Z*. 
Since there are exactly £>Cp-l) generators in Z p and the 
element 1 is not a generator thus there exists at least one 
>ii 
number g such that Cg,p—1)>1 and g is a generator in Z^. 
Because p=2q+l thus q|p-l and Cq,p-l)>l and 2 is not a 
# 
generator thus the number q must be a generator in Z p. Ve 
have 
qC2q-l> = qC2q+l-2) = qCp-2) s -2q = 1-p = lCmod p). tfi 
and so 2q—1 is a generator in Z^. The last part of assertion 
follows from Lemma 2 and the proof is complete. 
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